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                                Who We Are
			Sustainability Canada is a platform promoting the efforts of Canada in transitioning to the alternative sources of electricity through clean energy and climate program.

We provide news and updates regarding the movements made by the Canadian government toward a better and more environment-friendly technology. We publish inspiring stories that can stimulate encouragement and interest towards our fellowmen, conduct interviews with the brightest and action-driven minds in the energy economy and policy-making fields, and feature sensible publications and original research for public awareness.

We highly believe that Canada is capable of leading towards the development of clean energy and hoping to reduce the carbon footprint to insignificant amounts in the following three decades.
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Are Induction Cooktops More Energy Efficient?

In the quest for more efficient and eco-friendly cooking methods, induction cooktops have emerged as a significant contender. A marvel of modern kitchen technology, they offer a blend of speed, efficiency, and precision that traditional cooking methods struggle to match. As we delve into the intricate world of induction cooking, it’s crucial to understand how these devices work and explore their potential to revolutionize our cooking experiences. This article aims to shed light on the fundamental workings of induction cooktops and evaluate their efficiency compared to conventional gas and electric cooktops. How Induction Cooktops Work …
Read More









What Is Sustainable Design – Concept & Principles

Sustainable design is the new rave for building design that’s gaining fast acceptance across the world. It adheres to certain basic objectives, sustainable design principles, and operational and maintenance practices and promotes environmental sustainability. Sustainable design also comes with numerous benefits – it improves building performance, enhances the comfort and health of the building occupants, improves indoor environmental quality, minimizes waste, reduces carbon emissions, and so many more. Let’s dig deep into sustainable design, how it’s a major driver for new urbanism, and what it means for future generations. Concept of Sustainable Design This can …
Read More









Indoor Solar Lights – The Different Types and Their Benefits

Indoor solar lights are a beautiful and eco-friendly way of lighting your home. The various indoor solar lights include a solar desk lamp, a solar candle, and solar shed lighting. Indoor solar-powered lighting is less common than outdoor light, but it shares the same similarities. Some benefits include low-maintenance, limitless lighting for your home’s indoor space, eco-friendly and renewable energy, cost-effective ways of charging even without direct sunlight, mobility of solar panels, a reliable backup source of electricity during power outages (brownouts and blackouts), and a safer means of lighting your home. Types of Indoor …
Read More









How to Make Your Home More Eco-Friendly

As climate change begins to threaten our planet, people have become more conscious of their carbon footprint.  You can help by switching to environmentally friendly practices at home. Here are some ways on how you can make your home more eco-friendly. Use Green Energy Switching to green energy is one of the best ways to make your home eco-friendly. One of the most popular options is by opting for solar power for your home. There are many products on the market that fits your needs and your budget. Opt for Efficient Appliances By using energy-efficient …
Read More
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